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I.T. Alliance cloud advisory and consulting services helps organisations
understand cloud computing and shows organisations how to yield the
benefits and cost savings from cloud computing and cloud based services

Overview
IT organisations operate in a complex, fast moving and heavily evolving environment where the change in
IT is constant. I.T. Alliance’s Advisory Services understand the challenges facing organisations and IT and
appreciate the delicate balance to innovate while continuing to save costs. We welcome the opportunity to
work with you to navigate the challenges in successfully adopting cloud computing and cloud based
services to drive your business forward. The focus of our cloud advisory and consulting services is about
what you do.


Our approach is to understand your objectives, at a business and technical level; only then can we
understand what stands in the way of achieving your objectives.



Our differentiator is our ability to provide specialist consulting and service offerings to address your
needs. We select our teams and advisors from a large pool of industry experts to align subject matter
expertise to the task at hand.
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Our people have market-leading industry experience and skills and are recognised as leaders in cloud
computing, ensuring you work with individuals of the highest calibre.



Our overall goal is to help our clients understand cloud computing and how to yield the benefits from
adopting cloud computing and cloud based services.

Innovate and Save with Cloud Computing
Targeting C-level and key business and technology decision-makers, our cloud advisory and consulting
services accelerates your business and technology adoption of cloud computing and cloud based services.
We help organisations leverage the cost savings and advantages that come from the cloud. We achieve
this by utilizing services from our key practice areas listed below.

IT Advisory Services

IT Consulting Services



Cloud computing



Cloud computing



IT strategy development



Policy and process development



Policy formation and implementation



System selection and procurement



Total cost of ownership



RFP design and management



Executive briefings



Service improvement programmes



Industry insights



Maturity audits



Mentoring



Business requirements analysis



Facilitated workshops

Education and Training Services


Professional Cloud Service Manager



Cloud Essentials



ITIL®



Bespoke Training



Seminars

Cloud training courses are certified by the Cloud Credential Council. ITIL training courses are certified by
AXELOS.
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